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I 

I accompanied the Executive Officer: Corporate Affilirs and the Inventt1ry Manager to 
the Waiter Sisulu University (WSU) to discuss the inventorising the WSU collections and 
to reactivate the initiatives to declared the Broster Bead Collection as a ~pecificall y 
declared collection. . 

The Broster Bead collection (depicting the cultural lifestyle of the Xho~) was transferred 
to the Africana Library where it is on display. The staff intends to document the objects, 
their significance and to disseminate the information. 

A presentation was made by Regina lsaacs, see attached. She emphasized that 
Universities in general do not regard collections as forming part of core functions even if 
these collections are used for research purposes and therefore, conservation of such 
collections are not budgeted for. It was agreed that the presentation wOliId be forwarded 
to the WSU. 

A background was given of Joan Broster, the collector of the collection ~d her interest in 
beadwork. It was pointed out that the University does not have proper siorage facilities. 
Currently, student researchers are allowed to view the collection. However, there is no 
trained curator responsible for the collection. A catalogue of the collectibn is available. 
Since this collection is not viewed as forminig part of the university's cOre functions, its 

I 

curation and conservation is not being budgeted for due to budgetary co~straints and has 
resulted in the neglect of the collection. 

During the discussion, it was agreed that in the process of inventorising \he collection, the 
SAHRA Inventory Unit would assist with skills transfer. 

The SAHRA HOU would assist with conservation of the collection by attanging for a 
conservator to advise on best practice for conserving the collection. 

Compiled by Regina lsaacs 
February 2009 



Broster Beads Collection 

What UNITRA Collection comprises of: 

• The Joan Broster Collection and its unfinished catalogue. 

• The entire UNITRA collection of Traditional Objects, comprises of exhibits that 
show aspects of indigenous knowledge systems, aesthetics, religion, traditional 
medicine, economic activity and social life in general. 

• The African Music Archives (fully catalogued). 

• The Africana Library which comprises books on Africa, research reports, 
dissertations and theses, audio visual materials, archives, etc.! 

i 

• The published study on clan names of all the Xhosa speakingj people entitled 
Iziduko zabantu abathetha isi-Xhosa (2003). ! 

• The nursery which contains different traditional medicinal plhts used for curing 
different ailments. 

What is the size of Broster Beads Collection? 
I 

The information below was drafted by the East London Museum on 29 Septmber 1999 
before the SAHRA visit in 2004. : 

, 

I 

This collection numbers some 3000 objects. It was purchased from Jpan Cremer (Broster) 
by the University of Transkei in the 1980's. The collection which is inainly from the 
Qebe area was made by Joan Cremer in approximately the 1960's. 

Storage and Display. 

i 

- The collection is stored in an office in the Bureau of Research and Documentation. 
I 

- The Office appears to be more secure than the area in which the otjIer collection is 
stored ' 

- Most of the collection is packed in large flat-topped showcases, in Thoxes and in 
I 

cupboards around the room . i 

- Some of the beadwork and clothing is draped on figures on open display. 
- The remainder of the collection is still wrapped in the original plas~ic bags as parked by 

Mrs. Cremer. 

- Lighting in the office is fluorescent, but lights are not on continuously. 

Documentation. 
, 

- An unbound accession register, compiled by Mrs. Cremer, is kept Hy Dr. Lamla. 



- The information in the register appears quite detailed and covers such aspects 
as the use, date of use and provenance of the objects. There does not seem to be a 
catalogue card system for the objects, nor any system of retrieval dfthe items from 
Storage/display. 

Condition 
- Generally, despite some bronze corrosion, the collections appears tb be in very good 

condition. 

Curation 
- There is no one person assigned to the collection on a full time basis. 
- Dr Lamla, Dr Kuckertz and Ms D. Mayila all play a part in the cunhion of the 

collections. 
- There was one time a custodian responsible for opening the Broster Collection to 

visitors but he has since been retired. 
- In 1999 there was no policy formulated surrounding the collection~. 

Suggestions. 
The East London Museum suggestions were as follows: 

i 

• Some policy needs to be formulated as to the aims and objec~ives of the Museum 
• A decision needs to be made as to how the collections are able to be handled. 
• In 1999 the collections were haphazardly stored and displaye~. 
• It appeared that one of the objectives of the University was t~ have an alternative 

separate display and storage areas. Ifthis was the case then adequate storage and 
display needed to be found where the collection will be well preserved and 
conserved, and the acceptable storage practices and display ,*ethods followed: 

• The services of a full time Curator were also essential. 
• Catalogue card and retrieval systems were also required for ~he collection 
• In 1999's report from EL Museum an ethical question existeq with regards to the 

declaration of the Broster Beads Collection as national cultural treasure. It was 
debatable as to whether the latter collection can be regarded :as a true 
ethnographic collection in that some of the objects in the coll~ction were not used, 
that is, they were made to order. , 

• However if one accepts that the Broster Bead Collection is t~e record of the styles 
and types of bead work of those living in the Qebe area in the: 1960's in particular, 
the collection must be seen to have merit. 

New Storage and Display Areas. 

• New areas had been designated as potential storage/display al-eas for the 
collections, namely the Reprographics Department and secoridly, the 4th floor of 
the Old Library building. 



After the visit in 2004 SAHRA advised UNITRA on possible sources of funding to 
conserve the beads and to store/display these appropriately and under proper temperature 
and humidity conditions and to draft a Business Plan with: 

- The appointment of a trained curator 
- a condition report 
- a conservation management plan. 
- digitization and cataloging. 

On 29 April SAHRA initiated a meeting to discuss issues surroundirig audit preparation 
and the WSU special. 
SAHRA representatives highlighted the current storage conditions a$ a major concern 
and the importance of exploring other options in the interim. It is important that proper 
storage space is provided prior to the audit. ' 
SAHRA further stated that other options of making provision for suqh space should be 
explored, e.g. relocation to suitable location such as a Museum wher~ it will be curated 
on acceptable standards. 
The staff capacity was also identified as a limitation towards proper management of the 

, 

collections. The WaIter Sisulu Museums shares the concern of SA.fIltA with regards to 
the storage space, controlled environment as so forth. 

Will the conservation ofthe Broster Bead Collection be done in ~he same way as 
Fort Hare Collection? 

I 

It is safe to say that the same method that has been used by Ms June rIosford to the Fort 
Hare Collection must apply to the Broster Bead Collection as well. 




